Introduction
Software testing has been a rapidly growing industry in the past ten years. Nevertheless, the domain is new so there is a lot of room for improvement and a lot of room for innovative ideas. A very interesting and challenging chapter of software testing is software testing automation. This falls somewhere between software testing and software development, using both programming concepts as well as testing ones. Diving further into software automation, one of the biggest challenges is to keep the testing perspective while codding, as the independence of testing versus development is an extremely important principle. We see a lot of improvements in Software test automation in the past five years. As it happens in any growing industry, there were set a lot of trends. It usually starts with record and play approach and evolved to a modular approach and moving towards the datadriven and keyword driven. Of course, these trends started a lot of debates on which design is better or more suitable for your team, your business and your needs. Before we start discussing test automation design, we will define some of the most common terms related to this topic. Software testing is defined as "an investigation conducted to provide stakeholders with information about the quality of the product or service under test" [3] . Therefore, the main goals of this activity are to detect and prevent defects as well as to insure the intended behavior of the tested software [5] , [6] , [7] . Software test automation represents the use of software to control the execution of tests, the comparison of actual outcomes to predicted outcomes, the setting up of test preconditions, and other test control and test reporting functions (BS 7925-1) [1] . Test Automation Framework represents a framework used for test automation. It provides some core functionality (e.g. logging and reporting) and allows its testing capabilities to be extended by adding new test libraries [1] . "An automated test framework may be loosely defined as a set of abstract concepts, processes, procedures and environment in which automated tests will be designed, created and implemented. In addition, it includes the physical structures used for test creation and implementation, as well as the logical interactions among those components" [2] . A test automation framework has the structure of a software application. As an application, a test automation framework defines common functions such as handling external files, GUI interaction, provides templates for test structure, and therefore developing an DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/18.1.2014.14 automated solution is very similar to developing software applications [3] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . For example, HP QuickTestPro uses an object repository where the elements are stored (the locators), IBM Rational Functional Tester offers a similar object repository or a custom API to define custom object repository and Selenium, in case of selecting record and play functionality, uses the locators in the test scripts [11] , [12] , [13] . There are a couple of test automation framework types but the most common are: datadriven, keyword -driven and hybrid. In a data -driven automation framework, the test data is stored in external files or database. Its biggest limitation is the fact that a test script can only execute similar tests, therefore, new scripts need to be developed when new test cases have to be created. This type of framework is commonly used with applications that require testing with a large amount of data on similar scenarios [11] , [12] . A keyword -driven framework extends the idea used by data driven frameworks. Now, not only the test data but also the actions on the application elements/objects are stored in external files. This approach makes it easier for the test engineers to create test cases without ever touching the framework code. The test data is still read from external files as in data-driven testing. As Fewster and Graham (1999) put it, keyword-driven testing is a logical extension to data-driven testing [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Implementing a keyword driven framework requires a lot of programming skills and a high level of abstractization. However, creating new test cases is done easily, by teams without any programming skills. This type of framework fits a broader range of applications but it is usually limited only by the technology used to implement it. Of course the idea can be implemented using various technologies, depending on intended use [7] , [8] . [13] . In a hybrid framework, the basic concepts of data driven and keyword driven are combined. This type of automation framework can accommodate easier various types of applications and clients requests. It requires less generalization, compared to the keyword driven framework but it still allows more flexibility than the purely data driven one [1] , [2] , [3] , [10] .
Existing Test Automation Designs
Given so many automation frameworks designs, one would have to choose one design DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/18.1.2014.14 that better suits its needs. Before choosing any idea of automation framework, it is very important to define the requirements the project has. Let's take for example some of the most often requirements we have encountered while implementing an automation framework:  Flexible and reusable automation framework for multiple applications.  Company's test team has little to no programming skills. In this article we are going to focus on two designs of software testing automation frameworks that answers to the requirements described above: PageObject design and a custom framework developed as a new automation solution for several projects.
These days, the one of most discussed trend in software testing automation is the PageObject design, which is very well supported by Selenium 2.0 offering the PageObject pattern. In PageObject design, the objects define each application page or section that is displayed on more than one page (such as header, footer, etc.). Then, on each page element (such as button, input text, etc.) there are actions defined. The definition of the actions can be done with the same method as for the element definition. The test scripts (that represent the actual test cases) use one or more objects as shown in Figure  1 .
Fig. 1. PageObject design
Let's consider the login screen of an application to describe the two test automation designs proposed. As shown in Figure 2 , the login screen (or page) is displayed after the user clicks on the Navigate to Login button. The login screen contains the following elements: -Username field -it is a field where the user enters text (the username to access the application) -it is identified using css selectors by the field id -username (the css selector will be: #username) -Password field -it is a field where the user enters text (the password to access the application) -it is identified using css selectors by the field id -password (the css selector will be: #password) -Login button -it is a button that submits the login form -it is identified using css selectors by the field id -submit (the css selector will be: #submit) Since PageObject approach was introduced in Selenium it became more and more popular. As any design, the PageObject one can be implemented using almost any automation tool on the market. We see a lot of the test automation migrating towards this design disregarding completely the applications tested or the test team involved in the test automation maintenance process. Depending on the purpose served by a specific test automation framework the PageObject design can ease the work. The PageObject design, compared to the most common automation approach -starting from the tool recorded tests, reduces the code redundancy by implementing the elements and actions in the page objects. When someone has to enter text in the username field there is simply a call to the method that performs this task instead of identifying the element and defining the action each time it is needed. Locators and page actions are stored in a unique location, when something changes in this area there is a single place where updates are required. Also, tests that call the PageObject methods and that makes them easier to read; they can be used as documentation as well.
Proposed Automation Framework Design
We consider PageObject automation model a good solution if the test team who maintains the test automation framework has medium programming skills and there are one or two different applications tested with this approach -having in mind the number of page objects that need to be created for each page or section. Also, it would be easier and much more maintainable if the number of distinct pages (or sections that appear on more than one page) is relatively small (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) .
In this context we may raise the following questions:  What if the quality assurance team has little to no programming skills as we have all seen?  What if the company is a bank that has more than 10 different applications (web and otherwise) that require test automation?  What if the company that implements ecommerce web applications for more than 10 different clients? In these cases, we wouldn't consider PageObject design the best way to go because the number of page objects will increase and the maintenance would become difficult, the number of tests will increase beyond maintainability and most painful, there would be no experience in the team to perform the maintenance and to develop new tests. Now, depending on the test team that would have to maintain the test automation framework, we would consider the following options: 1. Keep the logic and the test flows in the test framework code and use external files for the locators and test data. 2. Or go even bolder and use a higher level of generalization in the code and keep the locators, the test data and the tests logic and flows in external files. Both this approaches require a high level of programming skills for the team that develops the framework but little to no programming skills on the test team that maintains the test automation framework. We are not going to discuss at large any of the ideas above, that being the topic of a different article, but we would describe a bit the concept behind those types of test automation framework implementation as shown in Figure 3. DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/18.1.2014.14
Fig. 3. Proposed automation framework design
In the second case, we would consider three types of files: a. Locators: file that contains the locators of the application (split by pages, sections, to make it easier to read and search) b. Data: file that contains data sections: we include here the input, asserts. Each section has the order specific to the application -split by reusable application sections c. Test: file that contains tests, each test containing calls to the data sections and make the test flow To make the maintenance easier, we have implemented this approach using the sequence in the test and data file and asking the locator's files for the locators of the elements required. In this manner, if a locator gets deprecated or the order is not right there are no actions required. Also, if a locator is missing and it is required by a test, there is an error logged. Basically, the automation design proposed contains three types of files: locators, test data and test case in a tabular format with different headers. Locators file is following the convention: <section/page name, element name, element locator, locator type, action on the element>. In this file, the order of the locators has no relevance what-so-ever. The lines here can be out of order but the recommendation is to keep one to make it easier to read and use.  Section/page name -it is a user chosen name used to identify a part of the application tested. This name will be used in mapping the types of files as it is described in details in the next paragraph. This name should be unique.  Element name -it is a user chosen name used to identify an element of the page. This is also used in the mapping of the files but also for the users to understand what of the page elements is defined there. This name has to be unique per section name.  Element locator -is the application element locator. This locator can be defined based on the application DOM, if we are talking about web applications and can be identified using any of the available methods: xpath selectors, css selectors, id, name, depending on the technology used to implement this framework design.  Locator type -in order to make the framework as flexible as possible, depending on the technologies used to implement it, it is useful (and sometimes mandatory) to specify the type of selector used to identify the element -such as css selector, xpath, etc  Action on the element -defines the action type that can be performed on the specific element. The actions have to be defined in the framework implementation and used as they are defined. For example, inputText, the action that we are going to use in the example below is implemented to input text on an element. This should be used for inputs or edit boxes. Test data file is following the convention: <data section name, element name, test data value>. In this file, the order of the data in the same data section is used when executing the test cases in the sequence of steps followed while testing a specific functionality. Otherwise, the sections themselves can be in any order the user chooses.  Data section name -it is the user chosen name for a data section. The data section name should follow the naming convention: section/page name (from the locators file) plus "_", plus name to describe the data (such as valid scenario, invalid, etc.) as we will present in the examples below. The section/page name is mandatory and the "_" and what follows is optional. This naming convention is used in the mapping of the data with the locators. This name also has to be unique.  Element name -it is the same user chosen name described in the locators. This is also used for mapping the files.  Test data value -it is the actual test data as described in the beginning of the article. It can be a text entered in an input field or a message that is expected on the page after an action. To keep the file columns number the same, for the elements that don't require data, any character or data can be used but it will be disregarded when performing the action: for click on buttons -there is no data required but "click" should be added in this file to keep it consistent and easy to read. Test case file is following the convention: <test name, data section name>. In this file, the order of the data section names in the same test name section is used when executing the test cases in the sequence of steps followed while testing a specific functionality. It is recommended to have also an order in the test name sections because the test cases will be executed in the order written in the file.  Test name -it is a user chosen name for the test case. It has no link to the other files but it has to be unique.  Data section name -it is the same data section name described in the test data structure.
Fig. 4. Files mapping model for the proposed automation framework
The files are linked together as shown in Fig.4 password and clicks on a login/submit button. And, going a bit further than the common login example used throughout the article, considering the registration form that requires more information filled in, the files won't be very different; there will be just a couple more lines, keeping the described structure. The test team that creates and maintains the tests will only interact with the text files following a minimum set of rules, described in the files mapping model. Of course, this is one of the implementation ideas for this design. The set of files can be mapped in various other ways, depending on the types of files used.
Conclusions
Some of the most common reasons to use automation in the testing process is to execute a set of tests much faster and avoid repeating manual testing. Also, it makes it easier to deploy frequent builds and helps increase the confidence in the developed application. While executing the set of automated scripts, the test team could focus on different areas of the application.
In order to achieve all that, one has to choose a test automation framework to meet the company's needs. As we mentioned in the beginning of the article, most of the companies now require a framework flexible and reusable across multiple applications that requires little to no programming skills from the internal test team. To meet this needs and make the best of it, we came up with one solution that is already implemented in a couple of companies -PageObject design that proved to have minor disadvantages when it came to create new test case and maintain the existing ones due to the little to no programming skills in the test team. We also proposed a new solution that comes really close to a keyword driven approach that uses external files to store the test cases, test data and the application locators. All that the test team has to do when creating a new test case, is defining one or multiple data sections and create a new test case section in the test case file. If the elements are not defined yet in the locators' files, they have to create a section or just the elements there as well. We have also identified several improvements points for the custom solution. As described above, there is one action that can be performed on an element of the page, as the solution is now. What if there are multiple actions that need to be performed on an element? For example, on a button, one can perform actions like click the button, validate the text displayed on the button, etc. In the solution described above, there is a workaround for this example but it involves redundancy in the locator's files. The element has to be defined twice on the same section with different element names and different action, but with the same element locator. To improve this solution, instead of defining one action per element, there can be defined a set of actions. Of course, there might be the problem of the order of the actions performed: first you validate the text or click the button? We could avoid this question by setting the order of the actions in the file like it should be performed in the application. We intend to follow and extend those ideas in a further article.
